WHY DOES A HOME WITH A
FIREPLACE HAVE HIGHER
HEATING BILLS?

Hot air rises: Your heated air leaks
out any exit it can find. When this
happens, cold outside air is drawn
in to make up for the lost heated
air. The fireplace is like a giant
straw-sucking the heated air from
your house. This is like leaving a
window open all year round!

TOP DAMPER

SAVE ON
UTILITY COSTS

FOUR SEASON
PROTECTION

U.S Fireplace Products
www.usfireplaceproducts.com

TOP DAMPER
TIGHT SEAL / ENERGY SAVING
HIGHER OPENING / BETTER DRAFTING
NO FUSABLE LINK / FASTER INSTALL
ALUMINUM LID / REDUCES SAGGING
ECONOMICAL PRICING / FITS
YOUR BUDGET

The Top Damper effectively seals in “paid” energy dollars. It mounts to the chimney top and seals with a flat
rubber gasket when closed. The Top Damper is constructed of premium stainless steel and cast-aluminum
and won’t rust like conventional cast-iron dampers. The control mounts in the firebox for quick and easy
access and defaults to the open position.
Four Season Protection for
your chimney.

Precision engineered
mechanism is easier to open
and close than throat dampers

Serves as a chimney cap
when closed.

Doesn’t require a fire safety
control

Easily accessible handle
mounts inside of fireplace

Defaults to open position for
maximum safety

Two types of gaskets making
it superior to similar dampers

Lifetime Warranty

TOP DAMPER PLUS
SAVE ON
UTILITY COSTS

The Top Damper is now available with the additional protection of a built-in
Stainless Steel Cap. It comes completely assembled as one unit and it’s called the
Top Damper Plus. When closed the Top Damper Plus seals out rain, snow and sleet
while sealing in “paid” heat and air-conditioning. When open it has the protection
of a conventional chimney cap. Gain the added benefit of a cap and lose none of the
functionality of the Top Damper.

